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High Desert Homesickness
Displaced desert dweller, home at last.
Homesickness is too mellow a term
for the longing I felt for my native landscape—
mountains that I vaguely knew the names of;
plants I knew only by sight and smell;
a brilliantly blue sky that triggers synesthesia,
vibrating at the same frequency as
the thread that forms my lifeline.
I knew little except that I had to get back.
High desert, deserving of highest praise,
but I lack the words.
One day I’ll write an ode more worthy of this
place;
when I can name your hills and valleys,
identify the brush and trees and when they bloom,
catalog the other creatures who you welcome home.
A more educated appreciation for an ecosystem
that makes me feel like part of something bigger.
Displaced desert dweller, home at last.

March 14, 2018: The Drag Show
It’s one of those moments I’ll never forget. I
was sitting at my sewing table under the window in
our Berrum apartment when a number I didn’t
recognize popped up on my screen. I was putting
the bias finish on the armholes of the vest I was
making my partner for their birthday. Bright
yellow bias tape on purple denim. My caller ID
listed “St. Louis, Missouri” as the origin of the
phone number. I normally don’t answer numbers I
don’t recognize because they’re usually some kind
of scam; but I thought, “this might be the MFA
program I applied to.” So I picked up.
It was early afternoon, which was my favorite
time of day in that apartment. I loved the way the
light streamed into the living room through its
west-facing window. The view out that window was
gorgeous. Sugar maple branches, just starting to
get buds, brushed the railing of the second-floor
landing. Stellar’s jays perched in that tree,
close enough that I learned each regular bird’s
little idiosyncrasies in the year we lived there.
The call was from the graduate program I’d
applied to. The program director had called to
personally invite me to attend; he was very
excited about my work. I was thrilled. At the time
I’d applied, this was the second best MFA program
in the country. Of the five programs I’d applied
to, it was also the only one that accepted me.
Being accepted by this program made me feel like
my work was good—important, valuable—like I was a
worthy, successful, and useful person. I was so
excited that I wanted to accept on the spot, but I
also wanted to come off as aloof and mature, so I
said I’d think about it and get back to him.

After I hung up with the program director, I
called my partner at work to tell them the news. I
think they were happy for me, but also taken by
surprise. We didn’t talk long because we were
meeting for dinner and going to the drag show at
the university where they worked later that
evening.
When my partner worked at the university, I
would take the bus to the station and walk up to
campus through downtown. There was a boarded up
flophouse on Center where four cats lived. They
were large, orange long-hairs that looked like our
cat Zeppy; my partner and I referred to them as
“Zeppy’s babies” and I looked for them in the yard
every time I walked past that house.
I always smoked a cigarette walking across the
bridge over the freeway because it made me
nervous, because I had the urge to jump. I always
calmed down and felt safe when I got onto the
campus; when I saw Frandsen Humanities—red brick
covered in ivy—the building that had been my home
as an undergrad.
I met my partner as their office was closing
and we went to a bar near the campus for dinner
with some of their coworkers. We had pizza and
potato skins. I had a beer and my partner took a
quarter square of a strawberry-flavored edible
candy bar with puffed rice inside it. Then we
walked back to campus for the drag show. Trixie
Mattel was the emcee and students were performing
as most of the main act. My favorite was a queen
named Helena Handbag who lip synced to Hi
Fashion’s “Amazing.”
My partner had been complaining of a stomach
ache since we left the bar and had only been
experimenting with weed for a few months at the

time. Midway through the show, they left and
started vomiting. Through a flurry of texts, we
decided to bail on the drag show and go home. I
found them looking pale near the bathroom sinks. I
brought their coat, water bottle, and backpack, so
we could leave straight away.
We stumbled across the campus in the dark to
retrieve my partner’s fixed gear. We’d missed the
last bus that stopped at the campus, so we had to
walk to the bus station, stopping briefly at
Walgreens for gatorade and saltines. By the time
we got to the station, we had also missed the last
bus that stopped on our street, so we had to take
the Rapid, which ran up and down the main road
through town. We got off about a mile from our
apartment. It was a long, slow mile as my partner
shuffled along in agony and I walked their bike.
But it was a beautiful spring night, brisk, not
cold; black velvet sky filled with low-hanging
silver stars. At the time, we didn’t appreciate
the beauty. We didn’t understand the gravity of
our unspoken decision to move yet. We didn’t know
it would be over a year and a half before we went
out like that again; that we wouldn’t feel safe
going out at night intoxicated in St. Louis.
Wouldn’t do it again until we got home to Reno. We
had no idea how special our city was. We had no
idea it was home.

Cornucopia
People say I’m heavy…
They don’t know what I hide…
was echoing in my mind.
Our window was broken,
but the glass stayed in the frame,
letting the cold seep through the cracks,
the streetlight cast spider webs across our bed,
sheer luck held the shards up.
and it was the band that held us together
that held me fixed on the sheets.
Hips leveled against yours,
even though, our red thread snapped long ago,
I could feel the frost pouring through the cracks.
I watched our tangled bodies break the web,
my scars glistening in the slivers of light.
I remember when this was more than just an act
long before the dread of harvest death engulfed
me,
there used to be feeling behind the meaningless
whispers,
kisses on unknown flesh, tangling of fingers.
But that time seems so far away,
as if those figures were characters in a book, not
you and I.
Yet, under the window, all I could pray
was that warm air would pour in
and the glass wouldn’t fall.
When the chord drops on the B-side,
my stomach drops with it,

the decay feels so thick,
I can almost feel the glass raining down on me.
***
High Desert Winter
I missed the dry cold
where you come in from your ride sweating
and drink ice water to put that cold inside you
as if swallowing it can make it a part of you.
we glide through the ink blue night,
down the side streets,
under the old arch,
we’ve stepped back in time,
you and I and our bikes
are the only inhabitants of this anachronistic
twilight world.
rain taps the windshield
we sit in the front seat eating gelato
with little lime green plastic spades
yours—creamy mint chip
mine—tangy golden mango.
tomorrow, we will sit outside in the sun
eating artisanal croissants,
the light keeping us warm.

(1) Shouting at the top of my lungs but my mouth
hasn’t opened-screaming at the abyss but I’m silent and
nothing’s been said-nothing has changed and I wonder sometimes why
I’m screaming-and why if I’m screaming can nobody hear-is it all in my head?
(3)

(4)

Pass the hours
pass the salt
What do we say?
Please.
My poems—and I use
the term loosely,
meaning they’re too
long and erratic to be
sentences but too short
to be stories (not that
they have much of a
plot anyway, nor much
in the way of
beginning-middle-end
neither) so they’ve got
to be poems by default
really. They break the
conventional rules
enough to be poems, and
my poems all seem to be
about the same ultimate
broken convention of
ending one’s own life,
when the time comes.

(2)

Who’s to say
really say for
sure
whether or not
you’re wrong or I’m
right or who’s mess
got tracked in the
house and on the
sofa and smeared on
the walls like so
much rxxxxx shit.
Who’s to know
really truly
know
what I mean when I
say what I think and
I think what I mean
and I mean to do
better but better is
really a relative
concept, isn’t it?
Who’s going to stop
me-really be able to
get in my way
once I decide that
this—all of this—is
bullshit that I’d

And it’s not that I’m
trying to be morbid,
or to shock and
affront with my
cavalier handling of
taboo subjects. I
just write what pops
into my head streamof-consciousness
style and it just so
happens that that
particular
consciousness streams
into my head pretty
damn often. Like,
every-other-thought
often sometimes. Or
other times I’ll go
for days think lots
of the think-thoughts
and none of them
being that one until
BAM I’m blindsided by
a big ole “go kill
yourself.”
Luckily I’ve adjusted
enough to these
random rude and
terrible thoughts
that I usually just
brush it aside like
an annoying cat hair
caught in a draft but
you know, it’s the
constant referring to
it that takes away

like to abstain
from?

all its power and
allow me to go on
going on when the
morbs sneak up on me
unannounced and
uninvited. So if you
feel my attitude
excessively
flippant, you’ll
understand if I
respond that you can
kindly fuck off.
When it’s your
thoughts in your
head, you get to
decide how they’re
treated. For me and
mine, humor and
casualness keep me
from becoming a
casualty of my own
sick brain.

